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Foreword 1: 
klse.8k

Numerous individuals share such an ideal for life: retire early 
from their careers when they are still young and strong in 
order to spend time accompanying their children while they 
are still around.

If you want to enjoy such a quality life, you must accumulate 
enough money before the age of 50 at the latest, so that 
you can spend the rest of your life without any financial wor-
ries. But in reality, how many people can actually make such 
a dream come true?

For anyone who started working in his twenties, this means 
that he only has about 20 years left before retiring at the 
peak of his forty-year career.

Imagine you’ve been struggling for 20 years, your 
responsibilities have gradually risen along the path, and 
your “people-make-money” (人赚钱) skill is at its peak, but 
you’ve got to quash it all of a sudden. From that moment on 
after retirement, you are left with the ability to earn a living 
solely by the craft of “money-make-money” (钱赚钱). In this 
context, “people-make-money” is a form of active income 
which is earn money by labour force, whereas “money-
make-money” refers to an endless passive income stream.
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Unless your “money-make-money” skill is far superior than 
the “people-make-money” ability,  you cannot actually step 
out of your career.

This is never an easy matter, but Kok Ann has done it.

The “people-make-money” skill means that in exchange for 
money, we are contributing our time and energy. The salary 
earned from working is in this category.

The “money-make-money” ability refers to the money we 
earn from investment. The profit earned by buying and 
selling stocks falls into this genre.

Our parents and teachers have always reminded us since 
we were young that we have to study hard to get excellent 
results so that when we grow up, we would secure well-paid 
jobs.

Their fallacy is: If we have a good job, we will earn good 
salary, and that means we can make a lot of money!

Is this really the case?

I believe that after entering society, many people will finally 
realise that getting rich by wage alone is virtually impossible.

So how do you get rich?

More than ten years ago, Kok Ann told me that he was 
going to work hard to make more money and then took 
the money he earned to invest in shares. He would seek 
for early retirement if the return on investment is more than 
enough to cope with his future family expenses.
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I am pleased to learn that he has done it.

This “Investing Made Easy” book puts forth the gist of his 
investment research throughout his life. I hope fellow readers 
can take advantage of such a precious book.

As a final piece of advice: Never let a low income stand in 
your way of securing financial independence.

Lee Soon Yeow (klse.8k)
2018 October 30th

Note: At the dawn of this century, klse.8k (Mr. Lee Soon 
Yeow) posted in a Chinese online forum called “Cari forum” 
a series of articles on investment and personal finance. 
Besides that, several years ago he was once a columnist in 
a local newspaper Nanyang Siang Pau. The column was a 
channel to keep him sharing financial management as well 
as investment wisdom. My unintentional exposure to the 
investment ideas mentioned in these articles was an eye-
opening experience that gave me essential insights into 
the weaknesses of my previous stock operating methods. 
Strictly speaking, klse.8k is my first stock investment teacher. 
I would not have achieved financial freedom without him.





Real   Estate 
Investment
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Precept 

0 0 1
Don’t invest in real estate 
unless the annual rental 
return exceeds 10%

Many people are eager to invest in real estate, wishing 
to receive monthly rent as passive income. Residential 
properties and shop lots are the most popular choices in this 
regard. Nevertheless, residential properties are less than 
ideal in terms of rental income due to the following reasons:

Residential Properties
Residential properties are generally rented to people who 
are unable to buy them on their own, making it difficult for 
the homeowner to collect rent. Moreover, for the tenant, 
the location may not be that imperative. As a result, the 
tenant may stop renting and move to another place if the 
rent is too high. That’s why the owner has no upper hand to 
increase the house’s rent.

Shop Lots
Shops are generally rented to people for business venture 
that is an act of wealth creation. Location is the most 
important factor for the business tenant. If the business of 
the tenant is booming, it is not a problem to raise the rent 
at all. Once the business is booming, it is unlikely that the 
tenant will move out, as renovating a new rented shop lot is 
considerably more expensive.
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Most real estate investors 
naively believe that as long 
as the monthly rental in-
come exceeds the monthly 
loan instalment amount, it 
is a sage investment. Their 
reasoning is built upon be-
lieving in the tenant set-
tling the loan debt on their 

behalf, and they will eventually own the property free of 
charge upon the full debt settlement. Unfortunately, these 
people overlook some of the charges they are forced to 
bear, such as income tax, annual quit rent tax, occasional 
maintenance costs, just to name a few. In addition, there 
may be an extended period of zero rental income in be-
tween securing new tenants.

That’s why on the safe side, we need to set a minimum 
target of getting at least a 10% return from the real estate 
investment, failing which investing in stocks will be a better 
choice. In most cases, we should buy property for living, not 
for investing.

The Malaysian government stopped exempting the Real 
Property Gain Tax (RPGT) levy beginning in 2019. From 
now on, all real estate sales are subject to a profit tax of 
at least 5%, regardless of their holding duration. Such new 
regulation has greatly weakened the attractiveness of real 
estate investment.

It has been observed that many people are burdened with 
heavy mortgages in more than half of their entire working 
life (at least 20 years). They are left without spare money to 
invest in stocks during this period because their total amount 

$ Cash Flow $Rental In
come

Costs

$

Time
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of debt settlement is at least twice the amount of the loan 
they took up, thus shattering their dream of materializing 
financial independence. This miserable scene is similar to 
Japan’s “Lost Decades”. Even if the debt is finally settled, 
but once they recognise that they have worked diligently 
throughout their lives just to secure a shelter and at the 
end of the day they still fail to uplift their social status, do 
they not feel deep remorse? Now ask yourself this serious 
question: How many rounds of “20 years” can you afford to 
squander?

As a reader, do you know why many people end up broke? 
A short answer is because they use money they don’t have 
to buy things they don’t need in order to impress people 
they don’t like.

In view of this dreadful outcome, a sound piece of personal 
finance advice is given here: Wherever possible, avoid being 
overcommitted financially with the likes of heavy mortgage 
burden or personal loan.

While I personally prefer stock over real estate, I do not 
completely reject real estate investment as long as it offers 
value for money and is strategically located. To this end, 
which one offers a better yield between stock and real 
estate investment? The answer is just a matter of individual 
preference.
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Precept 

0 0 2
If you need to invest in real 
estate, consideration of the 
location is of paramount 
priority!

In general, the location of a real estate largely determines 
the extent of its future appreciation. 

There is no doubt that a property strategically located with 
convenient transportation within or adjacent to a prosperous 
business centre can easily fetch a higher premium.

Moreover, the return on capital invested in shop lots is 
usually higher than factory and residential property.

Real estate is also inseparable from the cyclical phenomenon 
just like stock market. Once there is an imbalance between 
supply and demand resulting in the problem of property 
overhang, property prices will hit rock bottom. This will 
reward investors who have been waiting patiently to enter 
the market.

In many cases, it is less than satisfactory to invest directly in 
real estate than to invest in real estate (REIT) stocks. This is 
because the property is highly non-liquid and selling it off 
takes much longer time.
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Precept 

0 1 0
Do not invest in any mutual 
trust fund unless the fund 
manager places his own 
capital in the fund that he 
manages

Paying less in fees and taxes is the easiest way to increase 
our returns on stock investment. After accumulating over 
a long period of time, they will grow to a jaw-dropping 
amount. This is therefore one of the main reasons for not 
investing in mutual trust funds.

Even though a mutual fund’s performance is mediocre, the 
fund manager still levies a fixed percentage of exorbitant 
management fee that is unfair to unsuspecting fund 
investors. Since the fund managers manage the capital of 
other people, they don’t really care about the return because 
every year they still get paid decently.

More to the point, fund managers generally conduct frequent 
short term trading transactions and resort to diversification, 
resulting in the performance of the fund being anything but 
exceptional.

Securities firms and unit trust companies that dominate 
the stock market want us to believe that investing is too 
difficult for layman and is best handled by the experts (they 
themselves). This is the kind of sales pitch they employ to 
woo unsuspecting victims. Beware of those agents who 
tend to sugarcoat the harsh truth of the investment return, 
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thereby mislead unsuspecting folks into believing that their 
financial products fare far superior than the average market 
performance. Most fund managers are paid annually based 
on the size of fund they manage rather than how well they 
manage it.

Ask yourself this question: If there is heavy marketing of an 
investment or financial product, who benefits the most? The 
answer is glaringly obvious: No one but the people who 
promote it tirelessly.

If a chef does not eat the food he himself cooks, it becomes 
evident that nobody will buy the food from him. By the same 
analogy, unless a fund manager invests his own wealth in the 
fund he runs personally, he obviously has no self-confidence. 
Can we believe he creates wealth sincerely for fellow fund 
investors? So why should we invest in a fund like this?

In fact, according to historical records, the return of the 
Employee Provident Fund (EPF) / retirement fund is much 
better than most mutual trust funds.

Such an absurd phenomenon appears in Wall Street where 
a rich man who rides in a Rolls Royce seeks investment 
advice from a fund manager who takes the subway to the 
workplace. Isn’t it funny?

All in all, we should no longer be ignorant investors, who fall 
prey to the claws of the financial services industry. I remain 
skeptical about the mutual fund industry, contrary to what is 
often claimed in the media about their stunning triumphs.

Simply put, do not invest in any mutual fund unless the fund 
manager puts in his own money.
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0 1 1
Common stock investment is 
the single most effective way 
of getting rich

Everyone should invest because we can only lose so much 
of the money that we invest. However, there is no limit to 
the potential gain, i.e. the sky is the limit of the upside.

In the long run, stocks, followed by real estate, provide the 
best yield among all financial products. The reason is that 
in a thriving and robust economy, stock investors are the 
owners of publicly listed companies, and companies are 
the first in the line to directly benefit from it (stock investors 
acquire the firsthand reward), which indirectly drives the 
prosperity of real estate (real estate investors get to enjoy 
the subsequent reward when stock investors begin buying 
properties using the profit they earned).

The following chart shows the Malaysian stock market 
fluctuations from 2008 to 2016. The chart clearly shows a 
long term upward movement trend.

Malaysia KLCI Index Performance

2008

source: Bloomberg
www.truewealthpublishing.asia
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If we hold on to any five-star stock for a long time, provided 
it was purchased far below its intrinsic value, the final return 
we gain will be incredible! In view of this, we should refrain 
from investing in real estate unless the location is excellent 
and the annual rental return exceeds 10%. 

In addition, buying and selling real estate takes a long 
time to close the deal, since it involves many parties, such 
as lawyers and government agencies. It is therefore more 
complicated and time consuming than stock trading. After 
factoring in inflation, miscellaneous taxes and maintenance 
costs, real estate investment typically does not yield 
spectacular return. However, if you are really determined to 
invest in the real estate sector, it would be a better option to 
buy REIT stocks in my opinion.

On the other hand, while investing in bonds enables us to 
enjoy a fixed interest each year, we do not make any capital 
gain. Their returns are similar to those of the annual fixed 
deposits, and in the long run, their returns are typically far 
inferior than common stocks. No wonder John Templeton 
made an assertion: “One of the biggest mistakes people 
make is putting too much money into fixed-income 
securities”. Over here, fixed-income securities refer to 
securities that provide a fixed rate of return in the form of 
interest, such as bonds, fixed deposits from banks, etc. We 
can’t earn capital gain from them because we can only get 
back the principal when their tenures mature. Their rates of 
return stay around the inflation rate as a whole.

Without a single doubt, stock investment is the best way 
to get rich through my own life-changing experience. In 
retrospect, young people should not mistakenly believe 
they have no chance of becoming self-made millionaires. 
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We should practice austerity in our daily lives after gaining 
this insight, i.e. refrain from over-spending, particularly on 
luxury items. By doing so, we will have a bigger nest egg 
which can be channelled into common stocks to speed up 
our process of getting rich.

In value investing, money is made after the crash, not before. 
It all boils down to the price we pay, the lower the better. 
That is why seasoned value investors welcome economic 
downturn, for it presents a golden opportunity for them to 
make a lucrative profit. The biggest stock investment profits 
are made by buying near the lowest prices and stocks only 
become cheap when bad economic news abounds.
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Precept 

0 1 2
Concentrated investing in 
a small number of five-star 
stocks is simply picking the 
right eggs (stocks), placing 
them in the right basket 
(long term investment 
portfolio) and looking after 
them carefully

Through extensive reading, I realised that nearly all 
legendary investors share the same characteristics. They are 
always focused on investing in a small number of top-notch 
stocks and are fully aware of the fundamentals of the stocks 
and the management teams behind them. So their chances 
of committing mistakes are extremely rare.

A stock portfolio that is too diversified typically yields 
average market return, significantly less than the ideal figure 
most investors yearn for. As a result, we should focus on 
investing and closely monitor not more than five vintage 
stocks. However, in order to mitigate any undue risks, these 
stocks must come from at least two different industries. We 
should establish a diversified portfolio that can prosper 
through thick and thin.

We must be careful and invest only in companies that we 
fully understand. This follows the advice of Warren Buffett: 
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“Keep all eggs in one basket and watch that basket very 
carefully.”

By regulation, all listed companies must publish quarter 
results every three months and, at the end of each fiscal year, 
produce annual reports. For whatever stocks we hold, we 
must read these reports meticulously to get a clear picture 
of the companies’ business operations.


